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Abstract 
It is proposed to use a muon beam at NAL to study inelastic 
scattering. The muon beam will have an energy 100 ± 2.5 Gev, with 
10~ instantaneous, 3 x 105 average, muons per second. If a beam of 
-710 Isec becomes available it is possible that improved technology 
will immediately allow its use. The scattered muons and the electro­
produced hadrons will be detected in a spectrometer system consisting 
of a large magnet equipped with a set of wire spark chambers and sein­
tillation counters. It is proposed to use both hydrogen and deuter­
ium targets, of length 200 ems. The experiment has in particular 
the follO\ving goal s: 
2­1) Measure the structure function W (q ,v) over the range2 
220 Gev < v < 90 Gev, and 0.2 < q < 20 (Gev/c) • 
2) Study rho electroproduction in such a manner as to obtain 
2the density matrix elements as a function of q , t and v. 
3) Study the momentum spectrum and multiplicity of the electro­
produced. hadrons. 
4) Use the recoil protons to make a study of the electroproduc­
tj on of fon-lard going meSOnS. 
It is estimated that these measurements will require 800 hours of 
running t ;me. ' 
The proposal also discusses other tmssibl e measurements such as: 
• 

2 	 2(i) a separation "of Wl(q ,v) and W (q ,v)2
(ii) 	a study of W (q2,v) at 10 < q2 < 100 (Gev!c) 2 2 
(iii) 	a study of muon bremsstrahlung as a test of QED 
2(iv) 	use of small q electroproduction measurements to measure 
the total photoproduction cross section 
(v) 	use of a polarized target to study the spin dependence of 
inelastic scattering 
(vi) 	use of heavy targets to study coherent vector meson pro­
duction, muon tridents and search for W mesons 
,,­
1. Statement of the Experiment 
A beam of muons of energy 100 Bev, in an area 4" square, and 
instantaneous intensity 106 per second, and average 2.S x lOS/second, 
will be needed. According to a report by T. Yamanouchi to a users' 
workshop in Harch 1970, such a beam is possible and will be available 
in Exper.imenta1 Area 1 on or after January 1, 1973. The beam inten­
sity is limited by the confusion caused by stale beam tracks in the 
wire spark chambers planned. It is possible that improved technology 
\'lill enable us to use 107 ).1/ second. If this is the case, the count­
ing rate and the experiment will be ml'tch improved. 
This beam ~11i11 be scattered from targets of liquid hydrogen and 
liquid deuterium. The scattered muons ~vil1 be detected in a \·lire 
spark chamber spectrometer. Other charged particles from the collision 
will also be detected in this spectrometer, if, as many of them \vil1, 
they proceed in the forw'ard direction. The Ilreco i1" nucleons can also 
be detected at large angles without a spectrometer, but their energy 
will be measured by time of f1ight.and 8 total absorption scintillator. 
The experiment is to measure the inelastic scattering over the 
range of parameters 0 ~ q2 < 20 (Gev/c)' and ·v= E - £' in the range 
20 Gev < v < 90 Gev. We will obtain thl following results: 
(i) \.e \vill measure the structur~ function H2(q2 ,v) for inelas­
tic scatte~ing over this range. This w111 be by observation of the 
--------------
2 
muon. 
I 
(ii) We will measure some general features of all inelastic 
scattering processes. The multiplicitX of outgoing particles vlill I 
be measured. I 
(iii) Some specific channels will b~ observed. In particular I 
we expect to follow' fonmrd rho and phi muoproduction by the 211 t 
meson or 2K meson decay; each charged pion (or kaon) will be meas­
ured in the spectrometer. 
(iv) \':e ,viII measure the angle and energy of "recoil" protons 
and thus make a mass plot of all forward produced mesons, using 
Naglic's method. 
.. 2 (v) lve w'ill compare lv (q .v) for protons and deuterons, and by2 
subtraction for neutrons. 
(vi) Further experiments that can be done with this apparatus 
are outlined in Section 8. They include: 
a) Muon bremsstrahlung in hydrogen H11l be detected by the 
scattered muon and the accompanying y ray. We anticipate that a check 
of QED can be made which is sensitive by present standards (11 > 10 Gell/c). 
\~e do not urge this as a primary aim at this moment since we antici­
pate that colliding beam experiments wi: 1 be more sensitive. However, 
it is probable that these events \vill c )me automatically \-lith our 
present p·oposal. 
b) As q2 + 0, the resolution in q2 gets for the 
proposed ..pparatus and the counting rate goef': up. A special run 
....~ .. -~ ..-..--~ 
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with the target further from the spectrometer is needed for a precise 
measurement. The extrapolation to q2 = 0 can give the total photo-
production cross section a(y p) and a(y n) ~ o(y d) - o(y p),to an 
accuracy of 2% compared with about 10-15% from our proposed first run. 
Although this may not be the best way to determine a(y p) (we 
proposed a better way in B 268-54) it comes 'vith little effort using 
the same apparatus. 
c) If we repeat the experiment 'vith a range of muon energies, 
' ....e can separate W (q2,v) and W (q2,v). Hhen v is close to the inci­l 2
2dent muon energy we will measure H'l (q ,v); when v is far from the 
2incident muon energy we '\-Jill measure W (q ,v).2 
d) Even if the technology does not improve sufficiently 
that we can trigger the apparatus as described at 107/sec , we can 
use a special "high q2" trigger to follow up inelastic scattering up 
2 2 2to q ~ 50 (Gev/c) or even 100 (Gev/c) • 
e) By addition of a polarized target, the spin dependence 
of inelastic scattering can be measured. 
f) By a change from a hydrogen target to a heavy element 
target, studies of coherent vector meson production, muon tridents, 
and a \-1 search. 
2. Justification of the Experiment 
The inelastic scattering of leptons by protons can be described, 
in the one photon exchange approximation, by the equation discussed 
in Appendix E 
where we integrate over all tadron states. In the last fe\'l years in­
elastic lepton proto~ scattering has been studied at several labora­
tories. The experiments. briefly summarized, shmv that for 
q2 > t (Gev/c)2, and v >2 GeV,VH (q2,v) ~ 0.3 and 0o(q2,V)/OT(q2,v)2 
< 0.3. This constancy of VH (q2,v) is surprising.2
A convenient summary of the experimental and theoretical situa­
tion is given in the articles by R. E. Taylor, J. D. Bjorken, and 
S. 	D. Drell at the ",,,'jsconsin Conference," April 1970. 
Bj 1 Ims a reay sown t at n t ~ ~ ~OTter ~ 1 d h h i h 1im{t q2 (which does 
not seem to be a point that is experimentally accessible), VW (q2,v)2 
2 . 
and \.J'1 (q2 ,v) approach definite limits and become fupctinns of q-/v 
alone. MorLover these functions are interesting conmmtators of hadroni::: 
currents. ';'he experimentally excitinR n· mit is th<:lt experiment 
') 
reaches Bjo "ken's limit at a 1m7 value of q'-, so lou indeed that 
vector mCSO'1 dominance might he expectcn :0 hold • 
. ? 
r!jJjorl""t-~1; 1.1_'.-;.it 1 ' tq.t·, ~ i o -.) if; r~~acll 
pap~rs of v~ryin~ de~recs of sophisticati)n. The only ones cn which 
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lepton proton scattering as a quasi-elastic lepton parton scattering 
where a parton is a part of the nucleon. We cannot describe the 
parton as a part of the nucleon :l.n the same \yay as an atom is a 
part of a crystal or a nucleon is a part of the nucleus; the binding 
energy is a large fraction of the mass. Hm"ever, the fact that 
0oIOT < 0.3 suggests that leptons sC8tter from partons through their 
w 2 
spin [just as for elastic lepton proton scatterfng GM(q ) is finite, 
implying a finite magnetic moment, and G (q2)hG (q2) < 1].E M
Although some of the ,,,ords belm., imply a belief in the parton 
\ 
model, we wish to stress our belief that the importance of this ex­
periment is quite independent of this particular model, and although 
we use the model to gufde our search for important regions of inter­
est, the major considerations are of kinematics and of apparatus. 
We expect that the muon beam at NMJ will eventually be used to 
measure the structure functions HI (q2 ,v) and H (q2,v) over a wide2
range 10 Gev < v < 300 Gev; 0 < q2 < 100 (Gev/c)2 and that many indi­
vidual hadron channels will be studied. This expectation l~ads us 
to design flexible apparatus and a flexible beam channel. The thcor­
etical reasons for the particular region to be studied in this first 
experimenl , are given belmv. Hore impoctant are the experimental. 
reasons, hecause our present vievl i. s tr.a tall rep;ions are interes ting, 
and we wish to study the easiest first. 
The "scaling" of \\'2 (q2 ,v) needs tc be studied over a wider ranf~! 
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of (q2/ v). \ve may not, however, study q2 > 20 (Gev/c)2 in the first 
instance because a high beam intensity is needed. If technology 
improves. this c'an be done in the presently proposed run wi ~hout 
sacrificing resolution and multitrack efficiency at low q2. 
or alternatively 
O~(q2,V) and 0T(q2. v) can be crudely related to the spin of the par-
ton. This is clearly interesting, ~lt it needs a good control over 
both statistical and systematic errors, and also needs a change in 
beam parameters which may produce problems in the first phases of 
NAT. operation. 
The ,limits of 0T(q2,v) as q2 ~ 0 is (f 1 (v) and hence theytota 
222 2 /..'limits of Wl(q ,v) and W2 (q ,v)/q as q ~ 0 are o~total~v). 
These can be determined by careful measurements over the range 
,22o <q < H over which range there is considerable vari.ation. The p 
behavior of 0tot(y p) as a fiunction of energy is more interesting 
than that, for example, of 0 (n p) because the mass of the photontot 
is zero, and this makes the dispersion '~~elation simpler. 
2 2Hmvever, accurate measurements beloH q := 0.2 (Gev/c), ,<viII be 
limited by the precision in angular measurement (leading in turn to 
an error i~ q2) (see Appendix A). To overcome this needs either 
2improved teclmolor,y or a special run at 10H beam for low q only. III 
vic,,, of the greater' interest in the pm ton model, ,.;e ,,,ill measure 
O(y P) tc only about lO-l5~~ at this time!. A special run later can 
improve this number. 
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The difference beti'lcen scattering from neutrons and protons is 
very important. This difference, integrated over v and q2, appears 
directly in Cottingham's discussion of the np mass difference (a1­
though it is now believed that that calculation, as it stands, gives 
an infinite ans,ver). Moreover it is important as a means of discrim­
inating betHeen rival theories. The diffraction theory of deep 
inelastic lepton proton scattering predicts the same cross sections 
for lepton neutron scattering. Parton lIloclels can give different 
results, varying Hith (q2/ v ). 
Although experimental results are expected from an MIT.-SLAC 
group in the summer of 1970, the range must be extended, because 
equality of lepton proton and lepton neutron scattering over a wide 
range is needed to disprove the parton model. 
The rho meson photoproduction in the forward direction is inde­
pendent of energy up to 15 GeV/c, and is 15% of the total yP cross 
section. E1ectroproduction has not yet been measured, but is expected 
to be mea~lred within a year or so. It is interesting to follow this 
2
channel up to the highest energy; to measure the dependence on q ; 
the momentum transfer distribution to the nucleon, and the density 
matrix elements. 
2 2\.Je note. here that 0T (q ,v) varies <s l/q , \'lhercas the rho dom­
222inance prc:.liction is (1/ (q +m )] • He can decide ~.;'hich dependence 
is correc~. Horeovcr, according to the naive rho dominance predic­
tion, tr, • .Jf!pencienee on the momentum trcnsfcr (t) to the Pl!clcon 
2
should b q • , sU3Gcst thst this t 
8 
dependence should become flatter (and presumably the cross section 
integrated over all t will fall slower than Il/(q2+ rn 2 )J2 ) .. T~e 
incident muon is longitudinally polarized, and over a wide range 
(,,2 > EE!) (see Appendix l!) the virtual photon Hill be circularly 
polarized. The rho, if diffraction produced, should retain this 
circular polarization. We discu~;s this further in Appendix D. 
2If we find the rho production vari.es as [1/(q2 + rn »)2 it is p 
222interesting to see whether the phi production varies as [l/(q +rn~)] • 
''ie will have enough events to distinguish mp and m(j)' 
\i Muon beam experiments have, so far, concentrated upon, those 
matters specific to muons; \lie universality; tridents; )J bremsstrahluI'g. 
The availability of electron beams \.;rith a small cross section (1 mm 
diamete:r) and high intensity has caused electron beams to dominate the 
'~.field of electromagnetic interactions. Ue expect this to change for 
the follovling reasons. 
1) No such electron beam will soon be available above 20 Gev. 
2) The secondary beams at NM~ will have a good (25%) duty cycle; 
instead of 4.% from electron synchrotrons and 0.1% from SLAC. 
3) )-1... beams will be available with higher intensity and less halo 
than bcfort!. They Hill also be 100% polarIzed along the direc tion 
of motion. 
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(i) Huon Beam 
The incident beam \"i11 have an energy spread of about 5%; it 

may have a 1m., energy tail; (this could give us trouble; see the 

section on triggering below) it may also have a "halo." In geperal, 

( 
we expect the beam to be as described by Yamanouchi in his report to 
the 1970 Annual Users' Heeting; we find this beam completely adequate 
and will not comment further on it here. 
He intend. to measure the muon beam energy and direction by counter 
hodoscopes before and after the last bending magnet in the II transport 
(;.re 
system to 0.3 GeV out of 100 GeV. These hodoscopes,bcing used in the ~p III. ­
experiment at Brookhaven (and built by Messrs. Read, Sculli, and Yamanouchi); 
alternatively they could be copies. 
A sketch of the l1P scattering appal'atus is shown in Figure l, 
and a schematic detail in Appendix A. Several important design goals 
have been incorporated in this spectrometer and \>le believe it is op­
timized f( r the initial survey and exploratory ~vork in the net-] 
domain of v,~2 availahle at 'NAL. The ","paratus can be characterized 
as a larg~ acceptance-medium resolution dipole spectrometer. Its 
heart is a large II-magnet, Hhi.ch we taL: At present to be the "Jolly 
Figure 1 
Designation of components: 
1. H2 target (2 m long) 
2. Scin. hodoscope (XY) 
3~ Dipole magnet JGG 
4. Scin. hodcscope (XY) 
5. 2 X lead converter 
0 
6. Sc in. hodoscope 
7. 25 X lead absorber 
a 
8. Scin. hodoscope 
9. Hadron absorber 
10. Scin. hodoscope 
11. Wire core chamber modules (xy uv xy uv) 
12. Magnetostrictive ~"ire chambers 
13. Additional core chambers for track identification 
14. Beam veto for trigger 
15. Beam defining veto 
16. Energy and time of flight counter 
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which is 30 inches high, 84 inches wide (60 inches across pole tips), 
and 86 inches deep. It can provide a central field up to 15 kg" 
corresponding to a transverse momentum kick of 0.8 GeV/c. The mag­
net is placed astride the muon be<lffi about 8 meters dmvnstream of a 
2 meter liquid hydrogen (deuterium) target. Hire chambers of the 
ferrite core type (for high mUlti.plicity track efficiency) are 
placed before and after the magnet (0 detect recoil muons and forward 
going hadrons. Behind the rear "Tire chamber module is a thick 
hadron absorber ,-lith '>lhich we identify the recoil muon in the inter­
action. A number of scinti~lation hodoscopes, a Cerenkov counter, 
and lead absorbers used for'triggering and particle identification 
complete the apparatus. Their detailed functions are explained in 
Appendix B. 
There have been a number of approaches suggested for the ~p 
spectrometer ranging from the 10'1.-1 resolution magnetized iron spec­
trometer of Hand (55.48), to the elaborate vertex spectrometer of 
Anderson (55.109). The argument for the lmv resolution ('\;20/~) spec­
trometer stresses the lack of structure observed in the deeply inelas­
tic data observed at SLAC. It is our view, hmvever, that this argu­
ment holds only for a "single arm" experiment which makes no attempt 
to analyz(· the recoil hadron system. hTe believe the recoil hadrons 
are of extremely high interest, and con~titute the chief advantage of 
a coincid!!Oce apparatus with large motllc.rtum acceptance. With such 
an apparatus. the need for increased :'euolution apnears and pCl-ml ts 
11 

body channels, mu1tiperiphera1 systematics, and recoil nucleon t-dis­
tributions. Giving up resolution on the virtual photon would cost 
us dearly on these questions which have arisen in consequence of the 
presently known single arm behavior, and heretofore could not be 
ans,vered by experiment. He conc1ue·e that a 1m. resolution spectrom­
eter is In~dequate. 
< 
The sophisticated vertex spectrometer of Anderson at first view 
is quite attractive, but on further investigation is subject to some 
subtle drawbacks. Two primary considerations inducerl us to suggest 
a less ambitious spectrometer in the initial l1P investigation: 
1) The amount of data reduction to render useful a complete 
,r--.. momentum analysis of all recoil charged particles is very large by 
contemporary computer standards, and relies upon an acceptable solu­
tion to the basic problem of particle identification as well as 
momentum reconstruction. Moreover, the particular channels which 
interest t',S at the moment give high energy particles in the forward 
direction which can be well studied by our spectrometer. 
2) Before one has made the initial survey.experiment, the 
direction of subsequent research is seldom clear, and one would 
prefer no : to build an overly elaborate apparatus until the prelim­
inary information is in hand to guide t~e design. 
These tHO reasons along uith other~ of less fumlamental charac­
.. ....... ,ter caUE'Cl liS to dr,lF bn ck rOn;1 an ]"'.LicLL spc,c trometer of the ,\I1clec­
12 
-. 
A fimtl cons:i.dcration of high practical importance is the fact 
that the proposed spect~ometer is potent:lally the least_exp~Elsive of 
the three spectrometer .types discussed! This remarkable fact of 
course derives from the present existence of the Jolly Green Giant 
(JI: 
magnet at eEA, which we hope will be available for this use, plus the 
readiness of the Harvard gro!lP to drec:;"l it with wire core chambers 
independent of financial aid from NAL funds. \~e feel this is an 
exceedingly important consideration during the first few years of 
operation ,.,ryen the greatest demands will be made on NAL for construc-l:ion 
\ ' ..~~;: 
of ~arge experimental apparatus. 
In the desi.2n of tail'; appfiratw::; tile face thP. prnh' pm of 'f/nrking 
with a beam of large spatial extent •. In the electron-proton scattering 
field, beams have, typically, a diameter of 1 mm; and the 20 Gev 
spectrometer at SLAG weights 2000 tons. He could scale up all our 
. sizes to the 10 cm x 10 cm beam available here and for a 20 Gev 
6 109spectrometlr would get 2000 x 10 tons ~ 2 x tons; a 100 Gev 

12

spectromett<.!r might weir,h 2 x 10 tons. In this direction lies 
madness. 
Instead ~le choose to place detecto ~s .!-~ the~am \",hich have a 
good spatial resolution and to use a mo_~est magnet. The principal 
limitatior: on the beam intensity is the abjlity of our detectors to 
tdthstHlld .] h":' 
13 

.­
for rate; or wire spark chambers for resolution; multh-lire propor­
tiona1 counters (Charpak chambers ) are being developed \vhich might 
allow both high rates and good resolution. At present they are not 
being made in large sizes and with adequate spatial resolution. We 
therefore propose (Appendix B) a composite system of counters and 
wire spark chambers operating at an adequate rate 6(10 }J/sec ins tan­
taneous, 3 x 510 plsec average). If the technology develops as we 
expect, we will be able to cope ",ith 10 times the planned beam 
intensity with a consequent improvement in the experiment. 
(iv) Identification of }J 
In the proposed detector, muons will be identified by requiring 
them to traverse a thick absorber at the rear of the spectrometer, 
with \vire spark chambers to fo1lo\01 the track. We therefore expect 
to identify the muon even though several particles may enter the 
spectrometer at the same time. 
On occasion, a pion from the targEt 'vi11 decay in flight and 
produce a muon. This muon could be falsely identified as the scat­
tered muon. In many of these spurious events, the n-}j decay can be 
identified by a curvature of the track; in any case, calculations 
show that. the background should be no more than a fev] percent. 
14 
2As q -+ 0, H2 -+ 0 in stich a way that u (total) ~ 100 JLbarns. yp . 
2 221Thus we u~e, for estimating purposes, VIVZ(q ,v) == 0.3 [q /(q + J)]' 
~.Je use the cross section formula in its invariant form: 
0.3 
v 
2 
~-
4EE' 
[ !.'- + E 
The square bracket is of the order of unity. 
d 2dv 4nct 2 x 0.3~2u ~-~ 
v 2 2 1 q (q + -~)3 
2 2For q >J/3 (Gev / c) 
v 
max 1 1 
u ~ log 1. 2lTct 2 ( - ) 
\I 2 2
min qmin q max 
2 -2 26 -2Putting = 1 (Gev/e)2 25 f = 25 x 10 emqmin 
v . Iv . = 4.5 
tyax min 
Hith a beDD of instantaneous rate 106 ~/see snda target 200 ems 
6 23 -31long hydngcn ~le find 10 x 200 x 0.07 :< 6 x 10 x].~ x ]0 = 
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1 count/sec. 
In a run of 400 hours, ~ 3.b x 105 beam ~ecs, we will find 
counts. If we divide ·into br02d bins, equal v /v andl 2 
10 12.1 
12.1 
-
14.7 
14.7 
- 17.7 
17.7 - 21.5 
21.5 - 26 
26 - 31.4 
31.4 - 38 
38 - 46 
46 55.6 
55,6 
-
67.5 
1-2 2-4 1.-8 
-----­
---------­
2 x 104 104 5 x 103 
" " " 
" " 
II 
" " " 
" 
II 
" 
" " " 
" " 
If 
II 
" " 
tI 
" " 
" " " 
Note that these counts inen'ase by a factor of 10 if the tech­
nology impl'oves the way we expect. 
This is clearly ample. We anticipa~e spending another 400 
hours with deuterium. The high statistics will enable us to compare 
1I and D with precision. 
We expect, on the basis of photoproduction,that 15% of these 
events ,-Iill. be rho event s and ~ve ,viII pi ck up ali of these. Thi.s 
is still 3 x 103 counts in each \I bin. 'On the basi.s of photoprociuc­
of the ev'?nts pt"oducti'-n 
, . 
~ . ,~ 
-----...---­
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Processes where a y ray is emitted as well as an inelastic scat­
tering are part of the muon· bremsstrahlung; if \'le elude these from 
consideration by me.asuring them, there is no radiative correction. 
y rays arc expected along either the direction of the incident or 
final. muon. Hm",ever, in the 1967 BNL p experiment, it was found 
convenient to identify bremsstrahluI~ as an event ~lere no inelas­
ticity vlas present [Le., to measure only "elastic" bremsstrahlung]. 
To the extent that the y ray can be undetected. there is a cor­
rection. This type of correction is well known in all electron scat­
tering measurCf1tcnts and amounts to 20% of the cross scction for 
2 2 2 q > 1 (Gev/c) and up to 80 or 90% as q -+ O. For muons this radi­
ative correction, even if not removed by measuring the y ray, is 
reduced by the factor: 
log (q2/m!) 
5 
log (q2/m~) 
It will be evaluated in the same way as for electron scattering 
measuremen:s. 
---
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The triggering system must have a high -- and measurable -­
efficiency for all events of interest. At the same time the trigger 
mus.t not accept so many spurious events (even thouSh disentangled 
later) that the magnetic tape is overfilled. 
In order to achieve this we take advantage of one, or all, of 
the following features of the events in \vhich we are interested, all 
of which can be studied with fast logic before a triggering event. 
1) For q2 c 0.25 (Gev/c)2, E c 100 Gev, E' = 90 Gev. 0 = 5 mr. 
The largest angle for which a muon from lJe scattering can scatter is 
4.9 mr. Thus an insistence on large q 2 can cut out lJC scattering 
events, and also low momentum transfer lJ bremsstrahlung \vhich is less 
important. 
2) Nost of the events under consideration \vill give hadron 
shmvcrs. which are more penetrating than electromagnetic showers of 
the same energy. We can therefore insist on at least 2 separated 
particles penetrating a lead absorber. 
3) Without affecting the cross section, He can veto any event 
on any cri.terion EO~_ dependont on the scattering. Thus \.;te can omit 
from consideration all muons ,vith a beam halo particle in ac­
cidental coincidence, and so forth. 
The various procedures are discuss~ in detail in Appendix n. 
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This 	experiment is proposed by: 

Professor T. H. H. Kirk 

Professor F. M. Pipkin 

Professor J. Russell 

Professor M. Tannenhaum 

Professor R. Wilson 

Dr. J. Sanderson 

of Harvard University. 
We expect to add to the group two research fellows and one or t 
I 
r 
two graduate students. 
Professor H. Perl of SLAC has expressed. lnterest in joining a 
collaboration, which ,ife ,,,ould v]clcome, hut due. to difficulties of 
time and space will submit a separate proposal. 
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Year of Equipment 
Completion Cost 
Muon beam " l-TAL 1973 ? 
Muon beam hodoscope ?NAL 1970 ? 
Target (hydrogen & deuterium) ?NAL 1973 $ 5,000 
*Nagnet and measuring CEA-Harvard 1971 $ 50,000T 
*Spark chambers and cores Harvard 1971 $100,000 
, 
Co~nter hodoscopes Harvard 1971 $ 30,000 
Hadron absorber NAL 1972 $ 10,000 
*Computer PDP1.'> NAL or Harvard 1971 $ 90,000 
*Interface Harvard 1971 $ ,20,000 
Fast trigger electronics including 
development Harvard 1971 $ 50,000 
,~ used for proposed K 0 regeneration experiment2
t primarily moving a CEA magnet. If th~ CEA magnet is not available, 
this sum becomes $270,000. 
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( 
7. CompatibilitY-' \-lith Othei- Experiments 
It is our vfew that muon experiments are so interesting that 
the muon beam-should be available for muon experiments as much as 
possible. It is desirahle to arrange matters so that it is compatible 
both ,7ith neutrino bubble chamher experiments and ,dth neutrino spark 
( 
chamber experiments. '1'he neutrino buhble chamber experiment's need 
a short spill -- muon experiments a long spill. It seems possible 
to give the bubble chamber the first 100 )JsEts of every beam pulse 
and the muon beam the rest. The neutrino spark chamber experiments 
also want a long spill. It seems important, therefore. that the muon 
beam experiments be at an independent location from the neutrino 
experiments. This is shown in figure 2.. If, hmvever, adequate 
space is not available for this, and muon and neutrino experiment? 
must run consecutively and not concurrently, then the muon apparatus 
must be up-beam of the neutrino apparatus as shovll1 in figure -3. 
The loss of neutrino intensity is small_ 
It is also possible that this apparatus can be positively usefu1 
for the neutrino spark chamber experiments' '''hich are being proposed • 
.The apparntus can be considered as a virtual photon tagging device, 
and the t'.)tal energy of all hadrons' can be defined. This can then 
calibrate the hadron calorimeter of the neutrino spark chamber. 
NorcJver, to interpret the data on neutrino inelastic sCBtterinr 
it \.'.1 11 b 
) ) ) 

I I 
10ft. 
~ 
MUON 
SHIELD NEUTRINO SPARK CHAMBERS 
___""'--____--'1 BUBBLE 
CHAMBER 
MUON 
Hz TARGET 
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EXPER I MENTS 
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SHIELD CH iVIBERS 
MUON EXPT.H2 TARGETBEAM 
DEFINING 
COUNTERS 
A SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT FOR SERIES-AND PROBABLY MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE­
UON AND NEUTRINO EXPERI MENT 
Fi 0 f< c: '3 
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We expect .to build this muon detection apparatus ~l a subs tan­
tial manner, because \-I'e anticipate that it Hill be useful for a 
, 
variety of other experlments which can be performed by ourselves or 
other$ 2t a later date. The list is long and obvious. We enumerate 
those which interest us the most. 
1) fhe present proposal 

2
2) A run at lower q to determine cr(y p) and cr(y N) more precisely. 
3) Replacement of the liquid hydrogen target by a polarized 
hydrogen target, polarized along the beam direction. This will, ac­
cordi.ng to recent ideas of Bjorken, lead to a definite test of the 
parton model by measurements analogous to those involved in evalua­
ting the Drell-Hearn-Gerazimov slim rule. 
4) An extension of the parameters of this experiment to q 2 
100 (Gev!c)2 by increasing the beam (and probably not measuring the 
directions of particles in the'beam). Also an extension to v = 300 
Gev by usinr; higher energies. 
5) Replacement of the hydrogen target by a heavy clement; tl1Cn 
we can stwly coherent production of vector mesons if any. 
6) Also ,dth a heavy ele:llc>nt target, a study of QED by muon 
tridents. 
7) AL;o ~·i.i.th a heavy element target, a search for the interme-­
lL 
. ' 
He put experiments in this order for the fol10\Jing reasons. 
2Experiment 3 is very exciti~g, but needs our study of h'l (q ,v) and 
2 . 
H2 (q , v) to be understood. Hon~over the 'polarized tarp,et is tedmi­
cally more co!l1plicated than an unpo1arized target. Experiment 5 
will be of interest only if these vector mesons exist. Indications 
s6 far are that the higher mass vector mesons are only weakly pro­
duced. The excitement of Experiment 5 depends upon the status of 
Qf]) as shm';f, by colliding b2am experiments in the mcnntime. Expcr­
iment 7 is very difficult at the presently envisaged meson beam in­
tensities; the calculations of Rieff and of West and Berends are not 
optimistic in this regard. 
Thus ve believe ,,,c are proposing the best experiment for initial 
experimentation in the NAL muon belim. This situation may) of course. 
change in the next two years. 
The extension to experiment 2 is obvious; that to Experinent 3 
we enumcra·:e a little below since n large part of the design is done 
already an.l \>'12 believe it should help justify the facility. 
He here outline the experiment usi} g a polarized target. 
He note, the! t ffiUODS come from 7T mescn decay and are tberefore 
lOO~~ 10ng_ tudinally polarized. Ve disc~i':;S helm; the desirahility of 
studying tne scattering by longitudinally polarized prolons. 
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cross section for absorption of circularly polarized y rays on 10ngi­
tudinally polarized protons is studied, the integral over the energy 
of (1 parallel (1 antiparallel is given by the anomalous magnetic 
moment. There is some indication that this limit is already reached 
at 2 Bev; it is clearly interesting to study the question differen­
tially. The posslbility of using inelastically scattered muons as 
a source of circularly polarized (virtual) photons has been discussed 
by 'Ulson, Berkelman, and Domhey at CEA 1967-1968, and it was noted 
that at low nucleon excitation energies the (circular) polarization 
\
of :the muon is not transferred to the vi.rtual photon (except at very 
small 0 <em/E)). Bjorken has reopened the question by sho'iJing that, 
at high excitation energles the circular polarization is malntained, 
even for large momentum transfers. 
Since it is just in this energy region that the particularly ex­
citing developments have, in the last tvl0 years led to the develop­
ment of the parton model, the nevI information, of a qualltatively 
different character, obtainahle hy polarization measurements, is 
very important. 
One qualitatively dramatic feature is clear by considering the 
spin heha,ior in elastic lepton-proton scattering. At high momentum 
transfers. the magnetic scatter dominates and there is clearly a 
large -- bJt uninteresting -_. spin dcp,':ndC:llce. According to the pC\r 
ton model, inelastic lepton-proton scattering is to be considered a 
sum over r-Lw.:;i-cla:"tic scntt(:ri.!l~c of lCCJtons on srin 1/2 partons. 
:1.4 
Thus we expect a similar polarization effect; if three partons 
(quarks) are effective at the energy of interest, one out of three 
will be lined up to make the proton spin; thus a 30% effect could be 
expecte. This will be reduced as the number of effective par tons is 
increased (presumably as the excita tion energy is increased). 
A target to polarize protons along the direction of motion has 
already been constructed by Sandersen at Harvard, but we propose a 
larger version. Specifically we propose polarizing an aTI~onia target 
5" diameter and 10" long, in a superconducting solenoId \·dth 26 k8 
3field. The whole will be kept at 0.47° by a He refrigerator and a 
proton polarization of 70% is anticipated. Theeign of the direc­
tion of polarization can be changed, as usual, by changing' an RF 
frequency with no mechanical changes. Hmvever, the nitrogen will 
dilute the measured polarization effect. h'e expect the same number 
of events as those listed in Section 3 (3 x 105 ) but only 20% of 
them will be from hydrogen. Thus a 100% polarization effect \,Till 
give a difference of "jOOO counts with an error of rOO; of course 
this is a sum over all bins. 
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Each event will have 1 lncoming muon defined by counters ',Tith 
fast logic; the subsequent spark chambers Hill have many tracks 
including 0 to 2 "stale" beam tracks. At first sight the analysis 
problem seems too large for a first experiment. However, for meas­
uring W2 (q 
2 
,v) over most of the range, we need only identify the out­
going' muon; after the hadron absorber it will be alone; its position 
in the last spark chamher can be easily traced. This one track can 
\ 
the~efore be located with moderate simplicity. We therefore expect 
values of W (q2 ,v) to be available before the rest of the analysis,2
and possibly on line. 
· APPE!'.,]) IX A 
ACCEPTANCE AND RESOLUTION 
To calculate the acceptance and resolution functions, refer to 
figure A.I. Our goal will be to accept a large bite in both \) and 
2 q in a single configuration so that data can be simultaneousl~ 
taken with good resolution over a large part of the desired spectrum. 
( 
\) E - E' 
lJ )J 
4.:2 + !::.E,2!::.\) 	 1lJ lJ 
\) \) \) 
( !::.E~ .)2+ _.E' lJ 
P 0.03 Bt (the transverse momentum kick of the magnet)
lJ 
Suppose we assume the folloHing reasonable. values of the parameters: 
E = 100 ±. 2.5 Gev 
II 
LIE 	 = 0.3 Gev 
)J 
!::.O = 0.06 Ihr 0 
Beam 	 sil'~e = l. If X 4" 
20 .os 	 v..( 90 Gcv 
2 20 ( q <: () (GcV/c)
" .. 
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9. :: 60" 
! =- R, '" 8 m1 2 
/i.x = 0.3 mm 
The resolution which results is given in the follot"ing tables. 
Note that these are for the principal run. For studying 
0yp(total) we propose to put the target further away from the magnet 
and the resolution improves almost in proportion. 
--
-------
----
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APPENDIX B 
TRIGGERING SCHEHE AND TRACK NfBIGUITY 
The group of proposers includes one who has participated in two 
muon scattering experiments (tJP elastic scattering: lJP I at BNL in 
1963 nnd muon tridents in 1967) and tHO \vho have participated in one 
each (~P inelastic scattering at BID. in 1967 and muon ttidents respec­
tive1y). We believe therefore we have some experience in th~ trigger­
ing problems. Four of us intend to participate in ~P inelastic sCBt­
t.ering at B~1L <lJP II) in 1970. The most directly relevant experience 
is that of pP inelastic scattering, to which \.,1e \.,1i11 refer. 
'ole Hould like to trigger on all muon inelastic scattering events, 
\,,1 th 100% efficiency, and exclude all spurious events. Hm,rever, ~.(>me 
restriction is necessary. In 1967 we insisted nn a muon energy loss 
of at least 5 GeV out of 11 GeV, and even then did not have full 
efficiency for their detection; the efficiency depending upon both 
2\) and q. This restriction enah1ed us toderr:aqd that a muon appeared 
outside of the beam region in coineidene~ wjth the beam. 
In the proposed experiment ~·]e might dE~mand that the scattered 
muon at the end of the apparatus appelr outside~le 10 em square 
2beam: with no bending this means 0 >6 D1r. For q - a this restricts 
-. 
us to E' < 50 GeV, and \) >50 Gev. For 0 L. > 0.2, e > 6 mr, evcr~ for 
low E' -:::::: .),. ) Gev; although for some snwll portion of phase sp~e the 
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bring the scattered muon back to the beam line, this region of phase 
space is small and can be calculated. 
Below we discuss three trigger possibilities. We believe that 
anyone of the three can be made to vlOrk. He will arrive at NAL 
prepared to use any or all of these three logic systems, either in 
AWJ or OR depending on the backgrounds.' The inefficiencies in any 
of the triggers are small and can he calculated. 
As compared with tbe 1967 Ei\lJ.. experiment \ve can, in principle, 
operate with a very fast trigger rate. In 1967, the spark cha~)er 
i 
pul~es could only operate once per second; the prototypes of the 
wire spark chambers here discussed Hill operate at 1000 cps. Although 
we dould only put 50 cps ~n tape, and He want to keep the rate to I 
cps for simplicity in subsequent analysis, tbere is some time avail­
able for rej ec tion of the event by slOl., logic af..!=!:E the spark cham­
ber trigger and E~~ore recording on tape. However we do not expect 
to need to use this option. 
A "good beam muon" is set in coincidence with a muon counter 
which is o.ltside the beam. Random coincidences bet\Veen a heam muon 
a a beam halo muon (assumed to be 1/] 0 (If the muon beam rate). \·Jil] 
3be 10 pe:..' second. These will be reduc-~.-l by a veto ·counter in the 
beam direction and bv veto counters on either side of the beam near 
the taq~et. l~ach of tbe~;e should reduc,' tl,(~ rilte to zero. Tn prac­
tice in 1967 they Here introduced as an afterthought and, reduced the 
randoms rate hy factors of 7.00 and 10 respectively. \-lith forethought 
't"e should do better, and Hill therefore have a spurious trigger rate 
at most 1/2 of the real rate. 
~e scattering can still trigger, but this can be removed by 
demanding that the scattered muon, if it has lost energy, scatter up 
or down by an amount greater than 5'mradians. 
An alternative trigger is to take advantage of the fact that we 
are interested in events ",here the proton has p,aiped many tens of 
GeV in excitation energy, and Hill give many high energy hadrons. 
\4e can thus demand that, in coincidence vTith the incident beam, 
there is a muon ~~ a hadron at the rear of the apparatus. \~e ~vill 
distinguish hadrons from elec trons and photons tproduced by \le scat­
tering) by their ability to penetrate high Z absorbers. This is 
illu~trat&i in figure 5. 
The only particle vJhich penetrates to counter bank D is the 
0> 
scattered muon. The hadrons penetrate to counter bank C with higl1 
efficiency, but only a fraction of one per cent of the electrons or 
photons se penetrate. Q 
" 
Assu:'lC He have at least one hadron incident at point A. If it 
is a meSOI" it will penetrate as a charred particle or group of charg,::;d 
particleR, provided it does not lose alj its enerf,v to neutral pi.ons 
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early in the ahsorber. An ov_e.r-estir.lste of thfs process assumes u 
charge exchange cross sectf.on of 2 ntb, an A2/J nuclear dependence, 
and a target assumed to· be 75'/: of the. le[l.d. Under these conditions, 
3% of the mesons fail to propagat~ to C. If there are two fast 
charged mesons, the trigger £ailure rate drops to 0.1%. Fast for­
ward protons v]1ll penetrate more ,easily, and should have. an ineffici-­
ency of less than 1% at point C. Neutrons unaccompanied by charged 
mesons ~vill have poor trir,gering efficif~ncy, but will come back to 
this point later. For the purposes of this calculation, we have 
called a particle with 5 GeV/c or more momentum a IIfast" particle. 
Therefore, all but a percent or so' of our desired events \"ill 
have two points or "spots!! at which one or more charged particles 
cross the gap at C. The probability that all the charged particles 
fall \vithin a singJ e spot must be made small so that the requirement 
of two spots can be used in the trigger. A Honte Carlo program will 
probably be needed to study this effect and thereby determine the 
granularit{ of the logic elements at C, but vle remark that a 1" xl" 
logic element \wuld sub tend only 4 l1ster from the target. A logic 
element smaller than this will run into problems caused by muons 
emerging frOl:1 the le8d accompanied by e1 ectromagnetic shmvers. The 
magnet 'viII help us in dispersing the fein-lard particles and thereby 
make the [pot overlap prol1lem 1 ess sever,>., In conclusion, 'Ile estim2': (­
that we will suffer no worse than 3-4% ~:lefficiency hy requiring two 
charged particlp spots more than 1" ap<:u-t at. point C. i·ie accept this 
L ! I ~ 
- ---.----~- ••. ~------------------
n-J 
trigger. \,7e must repeat this requirement in a fe\v places in the lead 
absorber to ensure that the t,,70 "spots" are not a muon and a low energy 
knock on electron. 
As we briefly mentioned, there is one class of hadronic event 
\vhich is not detected efficiently by the second trigger just described. 
These are the events whicll produce only neutral particles in the for­
ward direction. loJe have an al ternative hadron trigger, \vhich may be 
logically in OR or AND \vith the first trigger. The scheme is quite 
different in that it requires a cone of minimum half angle 5 mr 
about the incoming beam direction and downst.ream of the target to be 
free of any. charged particle traversals. vlhat this accomplishes is 
to require that the muon scatter approximately 10 mr or more before 
it is a trigger candidate. Clearly, if the fonvard hadrons are neu­
tral, they \"ill not interfere with the "quiet zonel! requirement. We 
remark that no ]..Ie scattering can satisfy this requirement. since its 
mnximum possible scattering angle is 5 mr. Some]..l br!::msstrahlung 
events \"i11 probably trigger, but they will be quite high q2 and 
possibly of some QED interest tn their 0111 right. He do not consider 
this a problem. 
We (1( complish this tri8gcr by coml: i,ling incoming hodoscope in­
formation (the incident beam direction) ~ith a scintillation counter 
hodoscope placed just in front of the magnet' gap about 8 meters from 
the target. The elements of this hudoscope are 2 inches square, 
corresponding to an angle of about 5 mr flS vie-tved from the target. 
By fast logic, ,,,e project the incoming beHm muon into the magnet 
hodoscope. The element into \'lhich it pre/jects, as well as the eight 
surrounding ones are then required to be off to produce a trigger. 
The usual requirement that a muon emerge from the hadron absorber is 
also required, of course. 
In any of the trigger requirements we are now sensitive to 
-
'. hadron events in the target, but we ~'Jill also see events origin­
ating in the lead if we do not add to the t~'l0 spot requirement. One 
sure "laY to guarantee an event from the vici.nity of the target \>lith 
the secOrld. type of trir.;ger is to r<::quire that some extra counters be 
turned on ahead of the lead absorber. To accomplish this, \.;re intero­
gate the count.ers in each scintillation plane before the lead absorber 
(and prohably the first plane thereafter), and require more than olle 
pulse from at least one of them. This is standard logic and should 
be easy. Some precautions must be taken to exclude low energy knock 
on electrons produced by the muon from s~tisfying this requirement. 
A scintil}'ltion counter pL:wc dlrectly IH.'hind the magnet aperature, 
a plane be:lind the first lead ahsorber <>t B, and a large-angle 
recoil pr01 on counter plane will all he ~afe from this problem. We 
conclude that I-Ie ,·dll have no serious problem from events orig1na ting 
in the lead absorber. 
There are two more classes of spurious triggers with which we 
must deal. The first type is caused by electrorr:agnetic processes 
such as pe scattering or p bremsstrahlung. These events ,wuld over­
,,,helm us if we permitted them to trigger. The second type of spurious 
trigger is caused by accidental coincidence of two beam muons in a 
suitable configuration. We will discuss the suppression of these 
two cases in order. 
Electromagnetic Trigy,ers 
We exploit the fact that pe scattering and p bremsstrahlung events 
result in electromagnetic shmvers in the lead absorber \",h:i.ch cannot 
penetrate deeply enough to satisfy the tlVO spot criterion at C. In 
our chosen case, vle have 30 radiation lengths betHcen A and C. From 
simple shouer theory, a 100 GeV incident electron builds up to a 
maxi.mum particle multiplicity in about 1n (Elf-. ) radiation lengths;o . 
in this formula £ is a characteristic shm-leT particle energy belm.;
o 
which mul tiplication ceases (about 7 1-feV for lead). After this p6int) 
the mUltiplicity declines exponentially with depth. In suell a model, 
the expectation value for the nun~er of particles after 30 radiation 
5lengths is 10- . The shm"er fluctuatic ns ratse this number to per­
-3haps 10 ,but thiR is still adequate s,;ppression. The exact amount 
of lead bctHeen B Cind C must he detcTndned experirne:ntally, hut Lh 
numbers given viII be found not far ,,,rong. 
This brings us to the suhj ect of accidentals. That this v1ill be 
a .problem is attested' to by a calculation of the rate a.t which two 
beam muons "Jill occur \dthin the counter resolving time T: 
There is also the problem of beam halo vhieh results \'lhen a muon 
outside the beam forms an accidental coincidence '-7ith a valid beam 
muon. Assume that 10% of the main flux is found in the halo: 
H :;: 20.1 R T , -1 sec 
~.Je eliminate both classes of accidf!nta1s by vetoing any trigger 
,vhich has a second beam track or any halo particle in a predetermineu 
time interval about the legitimate beam muon. This time interval 
must. be long enough so as not to confus~ the two spot trigger requirr­
ment. The halo veto counters must be In'front of the target and 
intercept muons over a broad area outside the beam. 
The large size of the muon beam is finally of some use ~len we 
attempt to veto doubles. There are about 100 logically distinct 
combinatl(,'l1S in the last XY hoctoscore, 2ven including the 1/3 overla) 
coding scheme. We thus get a factor 10~ rejection by doing fast 
kill beam doubles, \1e can install a couple of thresbold Cerenkov 
counters betv!een the beam hodoscopes and veto on pulse height criteriA.. 
If each counter is, say 5 meters long and has ethylene gas pre~.sured 
'V -3 
to an index n-l = 10 \ve can expect enough photons to separate the 
single and douhle traversals again to perhaps 1% in each. A detailed 
calculation of photon yield versus knock on threshold ~"i11 be needed 
to calculate the optimum pressure fbr maximum discrimination. If 1% 
doubles acceptance is achieved with less than 5% singles heam rejec-­
6
tion, we will have a net accidentals rejection factor of 10 when 
combined with the hodoscope logic. This "Till be adequate, as the 
real trigger rate is better than 10 times this accidentals level. 
In andition to problems of triggering. He will have to deal \,!ith 
the problem of stale tracks in the spark chamhers due to the long 
chamber m(~mory time ('VI l1sec). He plan to run at a beam intensity 
which optimizes the d<]ta taking rate. In order that ,ve not sacrifice 
too heavily, He will permit up to t\,'O)out of time )beam tracks to faD. 
in the interval preceding the spark breakdmm by 1 l1sec. These 
stale tracks \vill be removed by the analysis program using the 
input hodoscor(~ information to tell \vhich beam track ,vas the proper 
one asso".iated '''ith the trigger. 
In Clrder to produce a trigger Vlh~ (h is capable of knoHing hmv 
adder circuit ~vhich auds a count every time the beam- hodoscope reports 
a track, and subtracts a count about 1 llsec la ter. '-Thenever the 
counter exceeds a count of t'w, a logic veto on the trigger ,viII au­
tomattcally come on and stay on until the next subtract pulse comes 
along to lower it again. Events in which a beam track arrives after 
the command to spark has been given. but before the spark breakdmm 
will be rejected by analysis if there were ultimately more than two 
extra beam tracks present .• This will be perhaps 5% of the triggers. 
The result of this mar:euver is to produce a beam of the highest net 
eV~lnt productivity having a random beam contamination not exceeding 
t\170 tracks. 
'-Ie can see how to derive the optimum beam rate as follows: 
let: R raw beam rate 
0 
T = spark chamber memory time 

n ::: number of extra tracks 

R ::: effective beam rate \-lith n < 2 

R 
then: 

;:: R [p(O) + P(l) + P(2)] B.1 

0 
-x n 
e xpen) == ---- x - R T B.2n! 0 
32 -x B.3R = + x + x e
•• ~[ x ] 
the optiElum occurs when: 
2dR 1 x 
-x~tx :::: 0 = e1" 2 
This equation has its only real root at x - 2.27 and we get: 
2.27R 
"" B.50 T 
max 
1.11R = B.6max 1 
Thus, if the spark chamber memory ti.me is 1 I1see, we can run at 2.3 
mes and have an effective beam rate of 1.11 mes. This optimum is 
6 -1fairly flclt, and if \Ve chose to drop to an R of 10 sec ,the
o 
effective beam rate is still 0.92 meso We propose to run at R 
o 
6 . 
10 / sec (the lmv flux side of the optimum) to keep probelms to a 
minimum, and VIe will probably raise the muon beam energy until the 
flux is the desired one. This proposal uses an energy of 100 Gc'! 
which should be conservative. Random halo tracks vJill probably be 
permitted as they arc an order of magnittde less frequent and their 
spatial position makes them easy to eliminate in the event analysis. 
APPENDIX C 

Since lepton hadron scattering is a specialized field, and since 
even those proposing the experiment did not originall? agree on nota­
tion, He st11'1m<lrize the Idnc·matic features here. 
The differential cross section for lepton hadron scattering is 
vrritten ::I.n the form: 
EE' 
C-l 
2 2 
0 (q ,\! )+ CiT (q , \!) 
a K E' ? 8 0 C-2~~-'-----=-
.cot 2E [ 1 + T q 
2a E' 8 2 
:: eot ,v) + 2Hl (q2 ,v)] C-3G7. \-12 (q2 E 2 q 
a 2 £' 2 e °T \ 
:::: 
--- H (q , v) -I- C-4tot2 2 (1+d (-----j'U2 E 2 2 o + aT q - 0 
\1H (q ,).I)d 20 4-rra 2 £' 2
---_ 
2 
..""-- q2 _+ 9\,/ (__-"T_-:)] C-s
--l.­d~2dv E \1 4EE 2EE' 0 + aTII 
- ­
q 0 
~vhich is the formula used in the text. 
Eere,.·c use: 
E - initiaL, £' = final lepton energy 
2 q is the quare of the 1\ morr.entuP1 transfer 
C-2 

2 8 q IfEE I sin= C-62 

2 8 14EE'

cot = - I C-72 2 q 
qo == v == E-E' C-8 
is the energy transferedby the lepton. (originally v >vas defined by 
2Bjorken as q .p q M and we would have preferred to keep it that 
o 
way. However, we follow modern uBuage and are hence inconsistent 
\ 
I
with some of our earlier writings.). 
K is often called the "virtual photon energy" 
2 2lf, .p .- q 2 M 
res 
2 - M2 
~L ---~----- ~-".-------K 
- - = == C-9qo 2>1 2H 2M 
M is the mass of any resonance produced.
res 

22·
(Jo(q ,v) and CiT(q ,v) are the scalar (longitudinal) and trans­
verse cross sections as defined by Hand. ~ourdin, Berkelrnan and 
Zagury have used them with an extra factor rtl"+ ~-) J 
2 
qo· 
T == C-IO2 
'l 
C-ll 
K 1 2 2 
(J (0 ,\1) + Ci ,(q ,v) C-121+r . 0 • 1
~ ''\. "\ .. ~ '\ ' , 
;l", ~7. I \ ~ i., .j 
C-3 . 

following unpublished work by Bjorken. They ori~inally had an extra 
factor of M in the definition. 
The sepClration ?f IVI and H2 , or alte.rnatively of 00 and· 0T' is 
often inferred at lov, energies by performing a "Rosenhluth plot" 
2
where do/dOdE' is plotted against cot 6/2. \'le clearly need both a 
small angle 0 andlnrge angle point for the separation. 
The separation between small a6d large angles is at the angle 
. \vhere: 
2 0 
cot - ~ 2(1 + T) 
. 2 
2For elastic scattering, where \/2/q2 ~ q2/4N , this comes at e - 52° 
for small q2 
2For inelastic scattering of the sort we now consider, \/2/q can 
be of the order of 100 and cot2 8/2 '" 200, e = 1/7 ::= 8", The "large 
angle" scattering is then not a cle'1r description. 
We therefore consider the separation of HI and v]2 in terms of 
4EE' _ 1 ~Z 2 (1 + 
2 q 
C-14 

Sine£: q2 is. in our case, nhl£lys 1;::85 than \/2, [2 or EE r , \Je £5': 
C-13 
In this proposal E is fixed at 100 (Gcv). v will vary from 20-90. 
(Gev). At the lowest of these enerfies only W (q2,v) will he meas­2
ured indC'pcndent of vo/aT; at the highest of these energies, H (q2,v)l 
is the parameter measured. 
Circular Polarization: 
The "kinematic maximum" of the circular polarization effect 
(e~periment 3) is closely related to this separatiDn of WI and W2 • 
It is well knm.;rn that at forward angles, the "virtual photon" is 
linearly polarized by an amount: 
2 e· 
cot I 
1 as 0-+0 C-16 
2 (l+T )+cot "2 
The virtu.al photon from a longitudinally polarized muon is, in general, 

elliptically polarized "lith this as one limit. In the other limit as 

.E-+ 0, the vir tual photon is completely circularly polarized. 

In fact the circular polarization of the virtual photon is; negl('cting 
longitudinal excitations 
-.9___ + C-17/v~~~m:l-E . ) 1[1 + 
4EE'2EE' '-I: 
2 
At the highest v values for an incident energy of 100 Gev the 

ci.rcular polarization of the vir tual phc ton is all'lost complete a~; 

we see by putting q2/v 2 - 0) as/a~ = 0. ~' « E; the circular 

ization: 
C-J8 

C-5 

2 2As q -+ a formulae C-2, C-3, C-4 arE. not valid because m has 
been omit ted. HO\,Jever the invariant form C-5 is valid. Also 
H2 (q2, \)) -+ () in such a "ray that aT (q2. v) remains finite (oo/cr -+ 0).T 
Equation C-12 reduces to: 
C-19 

He a,SSUIne: 
(5 (v)
_'1-....:..:­
2 
1+ ~ 
C-20 
A2 
\vhere A is chosen to fit both 0y == 100 llbarns, an \lH2 ~ 0.3 at 
411 20 [\lH (q 2 » 1)]2A2 ::: .-~---.-.- C-21 
(5 
y 
. 2 2 
= 0.336 (Bev/c) 0.6 TIl P C-22"" 
Substituting C-19 and C_21 in the C' 'oss section formula C~-5 
2
and jntegrc:ting over q : 
(5 (v)de 
._X....._ \I v2 E 
- [ ~~- r1 - + In (J :"~ U~· - 0~ C-23~ 
G') \' ,. E '} "J v '\.. ./ 
C··6 
The fEctor in the 8fjuan~ hrackets is called the "virtu<ll radiator." 
J 
o(v)) CLs use(' by. l'!eis7.i1cher and \Hlliams <:ud many author;;; since thpn 
If 
so thatAOy(v) is independent of v: 
C-2/~ 
Vir
---------_.­
,_..•.__._..... 
Hhere the integral is just the probability of virtual emission per 
incident muon. The. virtual radiator 6~v) is in the follo\.-ring table. 
Factors 
o 	 I) ::: J S~\))_ a ( \I ) cl V P \I Y 
2tm 

a { 1 _ Y. + } 
 + _J:. 
'IT E m 2 
11 
v [ - 30 E F S 1 + ~ .~ - 1)E 
5 29.0 x 10-3 
.1 
12.62.97 x 10.01 .99 
16.7 
.2 
7.92701.91 
12.2 
.3 
.82 601 
9.623L,.3 5.5.7'.; 
7.4 
.5 
.l; 4.7113.5.68 
6,0 
.6 .58 
4.161.0.63 
4.73.5J~. 3 
~ ~)J .u3.0
.7 .55 
"} (',l!) ,1; 
. 
~... 0 
(') 
2.3.8 .52 
1 
J • .L,B.50 
.
en 
.. ~; () 'l,.7~ ..1~ ~ 
C-7 
APPENDIX 0 

POIARIZED PRO'I'ON TARGET FOR f-l-P SCATTERING AT NAL 

The design of a polarized target for this experiment 
is simplified since the geometric r8quirements for the 
scattering experiment produce no strong constraints on 
the magnet configuration. 
The target will have: 
Target Volume: 196 cubic inches 
Target Shape: 5 inches dia. x 10 inches long 
Polarization: 67 + 5% 
Axis of polarization: along the beam line 
Target Material: isobutonal-water (alternate NH )3
Duty cycle: continuous operation except when 
reversing sign of polarization 
Time to reverse polarization: 10 min. (There 
is some expectation this can be reduced 
to <1/4 min. by the of the experiment) . 
The polarized target can be evaluated in terms of 
the four Illajor sUb-systems which m3.ke up a working 
The basic physics involved has been explained in many 
2d 
of a specific absorption line in a target material con­
taining both electronic and nuclear spins. The absorption 
line selected corresponds in energy to the simultaneous 
inversion of a nuclear spin and an electronic spin. 
There are two such lines, a high energy one corresponding 
to both spins going from the ground state to the upper 
state; and a lower energy one corresponding to an 
electronic going from the ground state to the 
excited state while the nuclear spin goes to the ground 
state from the high energy state; the sign of the polari­
zation in the target is determined by which line you 
select to saturate. 
The other constraints required by the basic physics 
are: To have the nuclear spin relaxation time, Tl , so 
P 
long that the nuclear spins remain in whatever state 
they are in (or whatever state you put them in) for a 
long time compared to the other spin transitions involved. 
To have the electronic spin relaxation time short 
so that tht':) electronic spins return by direct relaxation 
to the ground state after a microwave transition, and 
are available to interact with ano<:'ler nearby proton 
(i.e. to ve the electronic in t ticE: rel·:.c(a. tion 
3d 
time, Tl , short enough to maintain thermal equilibrium
e 
in the presence of the microwave power) . 
To have the temperature low enough and magnetic 
eld around these spins high enough so that the electrons 
are highly polarized when at thermal equilibrium (because 
3
of the ~lO smaller magnetic moment of the proton such 
brute-force polarization of the nuclear spins is 
impractical) . 
!Given these conditions the nuclear spins in the 
system can be polarized by the solid-state effect and 
a polarized target produced. 
Obviously, with these constraints on relaxation times 
the "good" materials for a polarized proton target are 
limited. This target is designed around the best one 
now demonstrated to worki isobutonal-water with either 
a chromium complex or organic free radical dissolved in 
it to provide the electronic spins. From the viewpoint 
of the sca t.tering experiment the target looks like a 
CH2 target with the protons polarized to 67%. Ammonia, 
NH3, has been proven as good as thE~ isobutonal-water 
when operated at l~ (both giving ~40% polarization) 
but has no~ yet been tried at . the l~at.ure of 
-water gives 67% polarization) . 
4d 
If ammon continues to behave similarly down to ,50 K 
it can tuted in this target with no changes to 
the apparatus; giving' a better ratio of free protons 
to background ma for the scattering, 
The f st major sub-system is a magnet to provide 
the steady state field for polarizing the electrons. 
To provide the maximum resolution of the microwave 
transition 1 s and the highest electronic spin polari­
zation this should provide a large~ homogeneous
I 
field over the target volume, Since the micro­
wave :frequency scales li:pearly with field the magnetic 
field selec is 25.5KG, This corresponds to 70GHz 
microwave frequency where a reliable c,w, power source 
is available, 
For all practicoJ targets~ including this one~ the 
target s and shape is completely determined by 
homogeneous region in the magnet. The field variation 
over target must be kept to less ·than ± 10 gauss in 
order to re ve the absorption line used for polarizing 
the t. In the f-L-P scattering we are fortunate 
since incoming muon will be along the axis of 
maS'fllE~ tic f a.nd the scatte:cca mu')n is in a 
cone a 
Sd 
r-, 	 with end corrections to provide a large homogeneous 
region for the target. 
The design selected is a magnet homogeneous to 
eighth order and consists of a modified Greg solenoid 
with correction coils located beyond the ends (see 
Fig. 1). It is made of niobium-titanium superconducting 
wire and operates at 4.20 K in it$ 0'l.V1l helium cryostat. 
The target is located in another cryostat placed in the 
room-temperature access region at the center of the coil. 
The state-of-the-ont in superconducting magnet design 
advanced well beyond this point so this magnet can 
be obtained easily and expected to perform reliably. 
The second major subsystem is the refrigeration to 
cool the target material to ~ .5oK. This temperature 
is readily attained by a helium-3 cryostat. The cryostat 
will be a horizonal continuous flow cryostat cooled to 
10 K by liquid helium -4 similar to the ones currently 
used for polarized targets~ This will be modified by 
the addition of a closed loop helium three refrigeration 
system attached to the cold end of the helium -4 cryostat~ 
giving refrigeration capability in 8xcess of 80 m watt 
o
at .47 K. A smaller size system idEntical to this has 
C.' +­
"'; '­ rIel ~. 
6d 
cryostats with cooling in excess of 65 m watts are 
commercially available with more conventional geometries 
and have no problems associated with the scaling to 
larger heat capacity. 
In operation the total liquid l:.elium consumption, 
including the superconducting magnet; is estimated at 
105 liters/day. The two remaining sub-systems require 
little discussion since they are already working in a 
satisfactory form on the present Harvard Polarized Target. 
The microwave power system will operate at 70 GHz 
and for this size target will be the CSF-40B backward 
wave oscillators now used. There is a possibility of 
using a less expensive klystron tube instead of the 
CSF-40B if its power output improves during the next t\,lO 
years as much as it has in the past but at present the 
tube is marginal. At any rate, the CSF--40B system now 
exists and is available. The frequl:!ncy of the oscillator 
is selected by voltage-tuning the d:,:i voltage in the 
tube. This is .currently done by a :-emote panel bu·t for 
the f-L-P experiment we will probably interface this 
swi tching '/'i th the computer to simplify the number of 
things that. have to be manually su:p,;rv:l.scd. 
7d 
Finally, the fourth sub-system, NMR monitoring and 
measuring of the polarization, is already constructed 
for the Harvard Polarized Target. J'l.gain it is probable 
that for the NAL operation sufficient modif tions will 
be made to permit the on-line computer to continuously 
measure the polarization and enter it directly on the 
data tapes but this, as are the changes in the microwave 
pO,wer system, is an evolution on an already working 
piece of apparatus. 
The time scale for the construction depends on the 
availability of an outside organization to wind the magnet 
i 
system. At present the National Magnet Laboratory is 
willing to accept such jobs at cost since they fit into 
the N~ffi program of development. Even this picture 
should change there are now several competing commercial 
firms who would bid on this project. Assuming that we 
do not have to physically wind magnets ourselves the 
system could be made operational within one year by 
using cornpcnents from the existing Harvard Polarized 
Target, 
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APPENDIX E: 

OBSERVATION OF SIMPLE COINCIDENCE CIIDNNELS 

One advantage of the proposed set up which uses a 
large magnet in conjunction with a set of wire spark 
chambers is that information can be gained concerning 
the electroproduced hadrons. One ca~ in general, look 
at the number of charged prongs and the momentum dis­
tribution of these particles. One can also study in 
some detail simple channels such as the vector mesons. 
The present evidence indicates that the rho channel 
will persist as 10 to 15% of the total photoproduction 
cross section as the photon energy increases. There 
is at present no information on the behavior of this 
channel as a function.of the mass of the photon. In 
this section, we shall be concern(~d with the general 
characteristics of the rho cross bection and what can 
be learned using this apparatus. To a certain extent 
the same arguments will be applied to the ill and cp mesons. 
Let u£: assume that an 100 GeV IT.non is incident and 
that it jnelastically scatters at an angle G, has an 
energy loss of .5) GeV and tbis cnc is us to pro­
c1ucc a ,<.: I GeV c: 
2e 
appear in the spark chamber system. The opening angle 
of the pion pair would be 3(hnr. The mass of the observed 
pion pair is given to a good approximation by 
2 2 
M E E e1 2 
Where E and E2 are the energies of the pions and e is 
. 1 
the opening angle of the pion paj~. The mass resolution 
is thus given by 
\ 
For the proposed went 
b,8 == 1.4 
e 34 
b,~ == J. 4 
E 40 
so 
10%M 
This resolution will be adequate to resolve the rho and 
separate it from the non-resonant background. 
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1\ convenient set of variq.blcs for ¢lescribing rho 

electroproduction are the following: 

1. E - labora·tory energy of the ineid'en t electron. 
2. E I - labora~ory energy of the incidE:n t electron. 
3. e laboratory sea ttering angle for electron._ 
e 
.' ". 
4. <p . - angle between electron scattering plan.e and the
' .. e-p 
production plane for the' rho. . -.'. . 
.. 
5. 	 t - momentum trans between virtual 'photon and the 
.·.·el'.ctro-produced rho. ' .. 
•1 
cp - the angle bet\'leen the' rho production plane and ·the+ ' . 
decay plane for. the ~ho decay into byo pions. 
"
".......7. e - the angle ~n the rho center of mass system between 

, 
+ 
. " 	 +
the direction of the rho and th.e direction of the 1f 
from the rho decay. 

In terms of these variables the rho electroproduction 

cross section can be expressed in the form: 

e e-p 
. (I ) 
~ri~ine case cos(~ + ~ » 
. + + ep + 
, 
Here r is th·:.-, number of transven=;e vj rtual p11otons and 

sec for pho 
 )c tion of rrlO ~~ , A, 
-~-..~g----.----
+dO dE'dtd~ dOu 
the transver~~E'. contribution, the tranSVCl"se interference, and the 
longitudinal transverse interference. It is clear from equations 
(1) that b~' 111easuring the rho eJectroprouuction for the sar:lc ltlOl;1CntuHl 
transfer and for several different center of mass decay angles, one 
can determine A, B, C, anc1 D. Thus one can cOll1pletely separate out 
all of the elements of the density matrix. Because of the small 
angles involved and the divergence of the incident beam it is in 
general difficult to determine the mC::lentutn tr~nsfcY' to the proton 
by measurements on the 21( system. The 1lI0i'1entum transfer can be most 
\ .'] db" 'L If•con~enlent_y measure y ooservlng tIle recoil proton ltse. For 
massive photons 
,,,here k is the four momentum of the virtual photon and p is th(~ four 
momentum of the electroproduced rho. The recoil proton energy is 
related to t through the expression: 
2m' -t 
p 
Since ,,,e \,,1.11 be using virtual photons vlith large 111asscs, the recoil 
5e 
1"+ - E.. 
... _______.. _¥w_.~_,R = 
E+ + 1': 
is a good mcasurp of the center of maSR decay angle. In fact: 
2 ­R N 2 
cos 0e{ - ~l (E -~ E -;2- + 
+ -- ( 
IIere! G is thl:: velocity o[ the pj on in the rho center of mRHS sYEtcm 
c 
and 0+ is the center of mass decay angle. Thus the two pion system 
can be used to dete~nine the density matrix elements and the recoil 
proton can be used to 'measure the momentum transfC'r. This is a pOHcr­
ful technique as it will permit 115 to make a longitudinal/transverse 
. 2 
separation as a function of 'J,q and t. 
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APPENDIX G 

DETAILS OF RECOIL PROTON DETECTION 

An experiment to measure photoprociuction of any neutral meson. 
regardless of the d(:;>cay mode via the reaction: 
y + P -+. P + XO 
using the missing mass technique. has recently heen compl.eted in the 
±1% resolut ion tagged photon be.am at the Cambridge Electron Acceler­
ator. In a 60 cm .~ target with a proton spectrometer covering 1/20 
of the azimuth, ±lOo of polar angle and a recoil proton kinetlc energy 
6 
range of 50 to ~OO HeV. the number of mesons detected "las about 1/10 
equi.valent quanta and the tr:i.ggering rate about 5 times this much. 
A missing mass spectrum obtained in the pw reglon is shmm. The w 
peak on top of the p :i.11ustrates the ±25 HeV or ±3% 'mass resolution 
obtained. The missing mass Idnematics are extremely favorable in th(;~ 
high energy range J energy much greater thA.n the proton m:Hw) so thnt 
it is relatively easy to do missing mass studies on the recoil proton 
from Illuoproduction ,vith a recoil proton spectrometer at (,0° frotl' the 
target. (he fonlard spectrometer observ(:s the scattc.rE,d TI'uon 
and the decay products of the: missing fi1~ISfl. First ~"c \vil1 dlSCU;;~; 
the kineu:..;.tics and then \,,2. uil1 give details of the pruton trigge.r. 
If T is the kin~tic energy and P i; the momentum OL a proton of 
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energy v, then the angle of ~hc recoil proton is: 
T 
p 
T (1 + 1'1)
cos ~ EL r v 
Clearly as v + ~ the recoil e t,J becomes independent of energy. 
[ ZTtan <VEL T 
The four-nomentum transferred to the proton is t == 2MT. 
For the same four-momentum transfE'r, the production of a particle 
of mass m results in a recoil proton of kinetic energy T at angle <l> 
given by: 
2 
m 21' ( v-H·\) [ 
COR 
- 1 ] 
Again for v » 1'1 it can be shmm thlJt: 
or 
P 
m 
2 
'" -. "flt (en - A.)
.... v r EL ~' 
1 (1\, 1 1
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Hence for [~ fixed t, and given angular resolution, and fixed PS·.rSE:!.l_~ 
enerBY resolution of the incident b~am, Rll missing mass experiments 
2 
at- a given value of IT! Iv should 'have tit(> ::;ame 111aSS rr:~soluti.on at 
1m.] t. SCElling from our 3% mass resolution (for missinp: masses in 
the range .5 1.2 GeV) ohtained in a rea1 experiment ",ith 5 GcV 
(::fl%) rays, vlC c:~xpect at 50 GeV {±l;O virtual photon energy a 1n8SS 
resolution of 3% for missing. masses in the range 1.6 - II GeV. 
For production of a missing mass by a virtual photon of four 
7. d t fmomentum q an energy v, tlte 'ormula is slightly chanp:ec1: 
2 2 2Hence as long as q doesn't. get too large (q < 1 Gev ), the mass 
resolution ,vilI remain unchanged. 
A recoil proton spectrometer consisting of 1 ~m scintillntoys 
ncar the target, existing magnetostricti~e wire spark cha~)ers wi.th 
a 6' long by 6' high active area to rueas~re the recoil proton angle, 
and 50 cm thick scintillators to m23sure the proton kinetic energy 
hy pulse height and the U.l'ie of f 1 J.("ht, (an be installed a:: 60"" on 
each side of th(" 1 ltid H2 target. Thjs ~,d.l1 not interfere ".. ith the 
The t r 
,; ., 
C-·4 

less than 50 GeV in th2 fon,rard spectrometer. This trigr;er should be 
60Dexceedingly clean since you don't expect anything at from a 
100 GeV nUOE in hydrog<:!tl except for knock·-on electrons, recoil pro­
tons anel an occasional PQon. KI'ock-on £'] ectrons are eas1.ly eliminated 
by t ill'c of f light because they have e := 1 ~ \<1h11e the recoil protons 
have a ma:xjmum B ::: 0.71. Since a recoil proton emnnating from the 
target can only be caused by an i~~~_t:3.:.c_tJ:!1Fc muon, the counting rate 
in the proton spectrOi:l{~t(,r ,·Jill be sInn}l. Hence a very loC'se trigger 
in the muon spectrometer is sufficient to define an interesting 
eV8n~ once the recoil proton is ohserved. 
I 
The proton aperture is defined bv a 2 foot high counter, 4 feel 
from the beam axis, giving a% of the azimut.h on each sidE:! of the HZ 
target. This il:i 3 timeS the azimuth of the CEA photoproductiotl ex­
periment. If the photoproduction cross sectJon is (,OIlsUmt ",j th 
6 . 
energy, then tvc can scale up tlle trigg(~rLlg rate of 1/10 equl.valent 
quanta ohserved in the CEA experiPlent> hv a. factor of 3 for the 
azirnuth, hy a factor of 3.3 hccatlse H(" use a l meter H2 target and 
another factor of 3.3 hecause the m interval is increased by the 
factor of 10 increase in incident ('Pcrgy. Thus we exnect an (~vent 
rate in the recoil proton spectrOFlf'ter of three detected recoil pro­
5 ton per 10 real photons. 
The Tlll·,oprodllction trij;;gcrill~ rid:., i~ rolatcc1 to the photopro­
duct ion tr inp; raU' via the virtu:tl 1 ;}ciiotor o('J) given in 
Appe.ndiy. C. 
G-5 
_fmax dv ~ ~p max 2_('v10- cr (v) &(v) dvVp yp V V V . < \l. 
nan nnnf 
The integral is just the probahil:lty of virtu::ll photon emission per 
'd 1'1 . k 2 rc ] 0- 3 .. 1 fi nCl. cnt muon. lJ.S tvor's out to .• J X. per H1Cl.c.c:nt muon .or 
virtual photons emit ted vIi th 50 < v < 90 GrN. For a beam of 
6 310 p/pulbe this gives 2.5 x 10 ta??ed virtni'1, phot'ons per pulse. 
5 2
'The event rilte is 3 x 10- p{"r photon ,·,·Ideh yields 7.5 x 10- recoil 
proton events per' pulse. Thus the number of events t-Jith a detected 
II 
recoil proton is 7.5% of thE- total number of events, or 2,1, x 10 
events. 
It is interesting to note that if a quick missing mass search 
in the 1 to 6 GeV range \.,rou1d be interestinr" it could Jlossibly bc: run 
7 
at 10 lJ/pulse incident for 40 hours to obtain the ,;mTlC numher of 
events. This is because the recoil proton detection allows you to 
relax the for~ard spectrometer trigrer to any penetrating particle of 
50 GeV or 1eSB. TheSE' particles \dlJ be sIVept out of the central 
beam area by the analyzing m.:ign0.t" 
-~....--.----------­ ~--~ 
APPENDIY Ii 
Huon tr:Ldcltts an~ inter-est 
processC's ,dth {TOSS Sf'.ction c1()\-7D a fHct,n" of (j from other 
leptonic elcctromn ic processes. In the rQ8ction 
the heavy nuclcclts serves only to ahsorb the reco:il )r:omentUl!! needed 
to make ~I pnir of muons: 
2j2t "" P "" 4m 41:1 2(n.~ 2
min ";f~-- 11 P 
Lt
For :Lncident CDcr in the 0.1 - 1.0 TpV range, the recoil is 
so small tbat the heavy nuel eus :Le notltinp; but a .spectator. It is 
therefore an excellent approximation to COliS; (leT tridents as 
equivalent to muon-'nmorr scattering and ra.:Jiation of virtual high 
lllass photons(which decay into muon p<dr,:.) by i'ncideDl muons. Jkeall.~;e 
tridents 11;1ve sllch a small cross section, and the! f:inal state is 
so well con~tra:ined ( 3 non--shO"lvering but pelH.·tratine particles \vhiclr 
balance energy and momentum \dth the incident muon) the mtlon t..rider1(: 
actions of the muon. 
If hpavy leptons exist, .i f Le0.-tack photol':" exist, or t h('J~(; is 
SDlne ne\-] muonic qU3ntll!:l Hh:i ell air:::: 1h.:: nltlCln IS P;,':S8, then ill] of 
standard ratOn E>lectrolil<1?netJc intf:rrJc.ti I"~ .i .e. piltOn· lectrGrl 
sCRtterirr and cruon brems 
II-/. 
final sl<:lte, Y0U get a "'0.1] constrai.ned .:event \-Jith a cross section at 
the 1 (!Vel of 
lrigr~rin~ rate~ For co~p~rison this triggering cross section is 
6 I; production cr('ss section in lead or 10""10 times the 
IV cross section. 
The total cross secti011 for muun trident production on Carbon is 
shmm in the accompi'm~Ting figure. At 12 GEV the C[lrhon cross secU.on 
scales to Lead by the factor of 0.5(82/6)2= 93 , so we use this 
same fCletor at 100 GeV to be Conservative. Thus \·jC take the total 
cross section for a 100 GeV muon to directly produce a muon pair 
in L<>[1(1 as 
mU0rlr:: to 
drops to 
have 
~ 
(T '" 
ene:rgies grea Ler 
1. Hi pb. per Lead E.':l.£.l_':E:s,. 
them 5 G(:': tLr,;n the cross sE:'ction 
lUI the three muons from the trident COLiC out in a small cone 
about ~he-beam. If q2 is defined as the 4-mo~cntum transfer from 
the incident muon to the hir.hest energy final state muon, then tln: 
differential cross section drops off as l/gB as shown in the second 
figure. This drop-off is so sharp that ie is probably unrc~sonab].e 
to consider q. e.o. t(-sts \ddch invnlvf~ E!wl1 discreDanc ic:!::. FO\}t;\,cr 
the q.e.d. cross section is down hy four orders cf magnitude at 
q2 of 0.3 GeV?:Socatastropldc q.e.d. hrcakdcHl)S like Lee-\'ick plwtcns 
or he:1vy If:ptollS should stick out like a sore thtlPlh in this rq:ion, 
H they exist! 
in the ma i ~: . >­ - r'2 1. c: t bu a 
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cotll1ter. The', prorortion.'1] countcrs> by thc>] r proporti on:l1i ty, 
imlicat.e the nt\!'~bcr of pnrticlcs produced in t;11co tarr,et nnd if t.he 
is fol1o'hJed by ,it 12 in. square by 1 ill I' thick seintillators \'J:Li.ch 
decide when more than t,.;iee minimum ionization emerges [rom the 
target. 
The rart.icle~; emerr;jng from this he.,vy tE'Tget th(~n pA.SS through 
the rest of the apparatus ~lich is trig?crecl hy the additional 
rcqtlir(~ment of 1 penetrating n<11-ticle on each side of the beal;) an(l 
no shoHers in the shov1er counters. This trigger proved fJuite success" 
fnl in our ,Brookhaven experiment. Since'! He know that the experiment 
5 
can be done at an intensity of 10 muons/pulse we take thlS as a 
conservative estimate for the flux. 106 pulses give lOll n,uon::, for 
tlle experiment. 
The 20 inch Lead target (~100 X ) gives a counting rate of 
o 
23 5lOOx 6.52 x 1011 x6.02xl0 /207.2:;.: 1.89 x 10 events/ vh 
,,,hich results in 200,000 events for th~ 1.16 ~lb crOSE scc:Uon. 
2Of course It'Ost of these events hDve decidedly 101'7 q and are relativ(,I.y 
unintcrestinp;. }JO'ilCver they are too han, to SE:,lec t Clf(aillsL. il' the ,~ 
trigger so they arc accepted 3nd tls.:~d tc meCisure the toted trident 
cross section to the .-.J 1i:; level of the f ystc,'lat:i.c el.TOrs. /-,ny 1111"11­
alous evc'::s 'dll stick out in UtE" ld~>h n 2 r0.~ion <1nd 'l-d.ll be a Q:rcat 
discove~y (if they exist)!· 
------, -----~~----------------------
awlilJhle. This is bc'u.\lIse the entire exporiPlt~nt is done directly 
in the beam. If the spill is really one second and the beam is clean) 
then 106 muons/puls(~ could be used and the cxperir::Emt could be done 
5in 10 pulse's, If n hint of n,l anonialot:s muon internction "fere to 
appear either before the experi101cnt is run or. in the first run then 
7the full beam of 10 could be used with a restrictive trigger to 
look for trie particular process . 
.­
